Travel Agents

Thank you for your interest in Get In The Wild Adventures and our adventure vacations to North
America's most spectacular destinations. As one of America's most respected adventure travel
companies, we are excited to build relationships with travel agents from around the World. We
offer an exciting variety of trips and tours to suit your clients interests, great commissions and
excellent customer service.
What We Do
Extraordinary Adventure Vacations in North America's Wildest Places!

Get In The Wild Adventures offers a wide range of wilderness trips and courses for adventure
travel enthusiasts. From exciting hiking, backpacking, canyoneering and photography tours to
family adventure vacations, vehicle basecamp vacations, yoga in the wild trips and corporate
team-building offsites. We have trips and programs for adventurers of all ages, interests and
skill levels.

With diverse offerings that include a total of sixteen different programs, clients can find the trip
or course that fits their specific interests and needs. Guided adventure trips are all-inclusive
wilderness vacations. The only request of our guests is that they enjoy themselves and the
beauty of the spectacular destination they have chosen while our professional guides take care
of the rest. Courses are specially designed to both educate and empower our clients so they
can travel safely in a variety of wilderness environments. Unlike our guided adventure trips
where guides take care of all of our client's needs, courses seek to teach our guests a
comprehensive set of wilderness education skills that provide a foundation for wilderness
exploration anywhere in the world.
What Types of Adventure Vacations Do We Offer
- Hiking, scrambling, and canyoneering tours for those who want to experience the
backcountry on foot.
- Multisport tours that combine activities such as hiking, scrambling, canyoneering,
backpacking, yoga and photography.
- Vehicle based tours for those interested in experiencing a variety of scenic destinations,
local cultural events and cuisine by vehicle.
- Interpretive tours such as natural history and culinary tours.
- Corporate offsite events.
- Specialty tours designed exclusively for Singles, Families, Youth Groups, Charters, and
Custom and Incentive programs.
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In What Locations of North America Do We Specialize
- Southwest: We operate in the Greater Canyonlands Wilderness Area of Southern Utah.
Specific destinations include the Dirty Devil/Robber's Roost Wilderness, Happy Canyon
Wilderness, Fiddler Butte Wilderness, San Rafel Swell, Henry Mountains, Lake Powell, Capitol
Reef National Park and Canyonlands National Park. Gateway cities include Las Vegas,
Nevada; Grand Junction, Colorado; and Salt Lake City, Moab, Torrey and Hanksville, Utah.
- Pacific Northwest: Our destinations in the Northwest include the Cascade Mountain range
from the border of British Columbia in the North to Mt. Rainier in the south. Gateway cities
include Seattle, Bellevue and Bellingham, Washington.
Why Go Wild
- Experience: With over 25 years of combined wilderness adventure and expedition
planning experience in North America, there are few companies that know southern Utah and
Western Washington as well as us. While many guide services offer trips all over the world, our
focus is specific to the land that we love and know the best—the wilds of North America.
- North America's Best Wilderness Destinations: Many guide companies focus their
operations on the biggest name, or most popular destinations. While we enjoy many of these
areas too, our focus is in providing you the most secret, unknown, and beautiful destinations in
North America. We never quit searching for new and undiscovered wilderness jewels.
- Small Intimate Groups: Many guide companies are focused on getting the greatest
number of people to a specific destination. Not us! We limit the size of our wilderness tours to
ensure the most private and intimate group settings possible. The average group size on our
tours is 8. The maximum number of guests for most itineraries is 12. The minimum is normally 4
but some trips can be confirmed with fewer. Larger groups can be accommodated by splitting
into separate, smaller groups.
- Custom & Personalized: We place great value in the personal attention and satisfaction of
our guests. Making sure your trip is tailored perfectly to your needs to ensure you receive the
very best wilderness adventure possible is a core value that we never compromise.
- Gourmet Wilderness Cuisine: We take great pride in providing you with some of the finest
wilderness camp cuisine imaginable. Our backcountry chefs have spent more than a decade
perfecting our delicious recipes. Regardless of the adventure or diet preference, rest assured
that we are committed to serving you the tastiest backcountry meals imaginable.
- All-Inclusive: The trip and class prices that are listed on our website are all inclusive. We
don't do hidden or surprise costs!
- North American Owned: We are proud to be a small American owned company serving
adventure enthusiasts from around the world. We live, work and play here year round and are
proud of our strong North American roots. When you register for one of our exciting
adventure-based trips, or wilderness education courses, you can rest assured you will receive
the very best in American dedication, service, commitment and pride.
What Sets Us Apart From Other Adventure Travel Companies?
- We are a small company committed to serving and supporting the agents who represent
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our tours.
- We offer personalized service and unsurpassed support with an average guide to guest
ratio of 1:4.
- We specialize in hidden, off-the-beaten-path travel experiences that are not offered by
other guide services.
- Our professional naturalist guides are local to the regions in which we operate.
- Guests have a variety of accommodation options to choose from including cozy inns,
luxury resorts and awe-inspiring wilderness basecamps.
Who travels with Get In The Wild Adventures?
- Diverse travelers who are looking for an active vacation and an alternative to the
traditional "beach" vacation.
- People from all corners of the world and from a variety of backgrounds, ages, and abilities.
-

Couples typically between the ages of 25 and 70.
Single travelers and families.
Children ages 7 and older.
Those who want to try something new from Canyoneering to Yoga In The Wild.
Anyone in search of unique travel experiences.

What Is Generally Included In The Trip Price?
-

double-occupancy accommodations
all meals unless otherwise noted
activities and equipment as specified in your daily itinerary
expertise and services of professional leaders
park fees and taxes
pre-departure information
a T-shirt and water bottle

What Is Generally Excluded From The Trip Price?
-

airfare
personal insurance
optional activities
personal expenses
alcoholic beverages
gratuities to trip leaders as deemed appropriate
bike, tent, sleeping bag, and sleeping pad rentals unless otherwise specified
personal gear and food for all courses

What kind of shape does my client need to be in to Enjoy Their Trip?
- Our vacations are designed for all abilities! Each trip is customized for our client's fitness
level ranging from easy, moderately easy, moderate to challenging or challenging. Additionally,
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trip distance and elevation change is determined by client's fitness level.
- Should you have questions about the level of fitness required for a specific activity, please
contact one of our Trip Consultants about your client's current activity level and the type of
adventure they're looking for. We'll help you choose the trip that's right for them by asking
detailed questions about their outdoor background, physical activity, and preferred style of
travel.
- We want your clients to be on the right trip just as much as you do, so please contact us
with any questions.
How Do You accommodate Clients Of Varying Abilities?
It is critical to your client's enjoyment of their trip that they be matched with the right degree of
challenge. Please review the trip descriptions throughout our web site for more information or
contact one of our Trip Consultants to find the perfect trip for your clients' needs.

Most tours are run by two guides, thus giving us greater flexibility to handle a range of physical
abilities among the guests in the group.
What Are Standard Accommodations On Get In The Wild Trips?
Standard accommodations on lodge-based trips are double occupancy and include a private
bath. Single occupancy rooms are available for a single supplement fee. Otherwise, we assign
two solo travelers per room by gender.
What is Get In The Wild's commitment to service?
We value you and your client's business, and we want our relationship to always be positive
and rewarding. Our goal is to earn you and your clients' 100% satisfaction!
Who Will Lead My Clients' Trip?
At Get In the Wild, we realize that a trip is only as good as its leaders--and ours are among the
best. Our guides' in-depth knowledge of the local geography, natural history and culture comes
from years of experience. They take great pleasure in sharing their insights with your clients. In
addition to sharing hidden wonders your clients may never find on their own, our guides make
sure their vacation runs smoothly and delivers an unforgettable experience. Above all, our
guides are an extraordinary group of gifted professionals who are congenial, caring and fun
loving. Their attention to detail is unmatched, their enthusiasm infectious and their personalities
and talents make the difference between a good trip and a great one!
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Do You Provide References For Your Trips?
Absolutely! We are happy to provide travel agents and your prospective clients with the names
of past trip participants who have volunteered to be references.
How Do I Get My Clients To The Start And End Of Their Trip? How Do I Get Them To
The Airport At The End Of Their Trip?
From each gateway city, convenient transportation is available to the assembly point. As noted
in individual trip itineraries, trips almost always conclude where they began. Specific information
regarding your client's trip meeting and ending times and transportation to the assembly point
are included in their Confirmation Packet that is emailed to you upon registration.

If you wish to make airline reservations for your client before receiving their planner, please
contact a Trip Consultant for trip starting and ending times.
How Can I arrange My Clients Travel Before And After Their Trip?
For help in arranging air transportation, pre- and post-trip hotels, rental cars or rail tickets in
conjunction with your Get In The Wild tour, please contact one of our Trip Consultants.
Questions?
For additional information please call us at 818-381-WILD (9453), or e-mail us at: info@getinth
ewild.com
.
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